
 

You are receiving this email because you purchased our book,
No Grid Survival Projects.

Hi Gregory,

Preppers have long been concerned about amassing resources
that would be taken by FEMA in an emergency. Maybe you have
seen something like this in your mind’s eye, too.

A line of armored vehicles on your street with armed men going
door to door with FEMA on their shirts and taking the buckets
and cans of food that you had stored for just this moment.

They walk in and out of your home, container after container and
leave you hollowed out to face the disaster like the unprepared.
It’s a real concern for preppers but how concerned should you
be?

Water

Water always has value in a disaster scenario. I hope you store
some ready to drink water in your home and also catch some
water from the sky. Having water filters and knowing where to get
more water i.e., bodies of clean water is necessary.

In a disaster lots of water sources are contaminated. The water
you have in your home might be all you have access to. If FEMA
comes knocking you should have some to give, and some hidden
or your family is going to be standing in line for a bottle of water
from the case you already purchased.

Food



Can you imagine seeing all the food taken from your home in an
emergency? Years of prepping just walked out the door by people
who couldn’t care less about you and your family.

This is why it is so important for you to maximize the use of
multiple and hidden storage locations.

If we truly want to help, then we need to be able to hand over our
“food storage” and have FEMA roll away with some resources
before bringing our real stockpile together from these multiple
and hidden locations.

Medicines

FEMA will take the necessary steps to procure medical equipment
and medicines if they believe you have the types they are looking
for. Your medical stockpiles would be at risk, and it is well within
FEMA’s scope of powers to take from you what they deem
necessary.

In fact, medical is even worse than food because if FEMA deems
you healthy then you don’t need any of those medical preps you
have been storing. They can take it all! They gotta leave you some
food to sustain yourself but with medical it could be different.

⇒ An Ingenious Way To Stockpile Prescription Medications At
Home

Weapons

We do not have a lot of precedent for this, but a couple times is
enough. We saw weapons confiscation in places like New Orleans



and in Boston after the marathon bombing.

Nothing stands in the way of FEMA confiscating your preps like a
12 gauge shotgun.

Generators

Your generator is probably loud, right? Well, FEMA can hear it,
too.

EO10997 gives federal power to FEMA so they can confiscate all
kinds of fuel and power necessary to complete their mission. This
could include your loud generator that they hear from a mile
away.

FEMA is setting up camps during these disasters and some of
those camps might require power, your power.

Fuel

The fuel you bring into a disaster area is the all the fuel you have
while you are in that disaster area.

When it runs out you have to either leave the area or go find
more.Your fuel stockpile would surely pique the interest of FEMA.
They would have every right to take that fuel stockpile from you
to power their vehicles and their efforts.

Radios & Comms

We have already established that FEMA has the law on its side if it
wants to confiscate comms. That big antenna on your truck is
going to be a dead giveaway. The larger the disaster the more
resources FEMA is going to want or “need” to manage the



situation.

They would love a few good Baofeng radios or a powerful HAM
system to add to their comms operation. Where and how do you
store your HAM radios? Is it time to find a more convert means of
using them and keeping them secret and safe?
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